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Star masking

Original Mask Predicted



Automatic cosmic web segmentation

Aragon-Calvo 2019



Aragon-Calvo 2019

Automatic cosmic web segmentation



Automatic selection of bad images



Failed sample Clean sample

Automatic selection of bad images



Also not-so serious applications…

Style transfer





Biological neuron

What is an artificial neuron?
2 mins intro…



Perceptron

What is an artificial neuron?



Universal learning algorithm?
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Deep Learning

Abstraction

Resolution



Deep Learning



Deep Learning

AggregatorFeature extractor



VGG16 (2014)

Feature Extractor Aggregator



VGG16 (2014)



VGG16 filters trained on ImageNet

Keras blog



VGG16, some filters in last convolutional layer (512)



How do neural nets see the world?
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How do neural nets see the world?

How do they make decisions?



Deen Neural Nets

Dog

Cat

In reality filter responses…
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Deen Neural Nets
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Deen Neural Nets

Sparse encoding?



Sparse encoding

M87

de Vaucouleurs profile



Dog

Deen Neural Nets





What is the problem we want to solve?

Accurate, fast, cheap predictions ?



What is the problem we want to solve?

New insight, test new ideas ?

Accurate, fast, cheap predictions ?



What is the problem we want to solve?

New insight, test new ideas ?

Accurate, fast, cheap predictions ?



II 
Geometry and Local 

Density
(Ana Arcos)







Hypothesis:

The complexity of the cosmic web is related 
to its local density.

How can we quantify this ?



Ask a Neural Network!

Density

Assumption: if there is a pattern the neural net will find it



First some exploration with feature images …

PCA

…



Block 3, Conv 1

Feature space projection
ImageNet weights
(PCA, 2 components)



Block 4, Conv 2

Feature space projection
ImageNet weights
(PCA, 2 components)



Block 5, Conv 2

Feature space projection
ImageNet weights
(PCA, 2 components)



Block 5, Conv 3

Feature space projection
ImageNet weights
(PCA, 2 components)



VGG16 (ImageNet) Custom 
trainable

Density

Transfer Learning (VGG16 on ImageNet)



Training data:
X: xy slice (18 Mpc side)
y: tophat density (2 Mpc)

Normalize values in range (0-1)

Constraints:

Experiment setup



Normalize values in range (0-1)

Constraints:

Original Normalized



Results

- VGG16 on ImageNet



To do (Ana):

- Use 3D net

- Train from scratch

- Test halo/galaxy 
properties

- etc.



III
Image-z

(Martin Herrera)



photo-z





Pasquet et al. 2018
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photo-z

















NGC 5949 (~5 kpc radius) NGC 5457 (~30 kpc radius)



Image-z

Hypothesis:

There are structural elements in galaxies with 
constrained physical scales. We can use these 
elements as standard rulers.

How can we quantify the structure in galaxies ?



VGG16 (ImageNet) Custom 
trainable

Density

Use a neural network !!!



VGG16 (ImageNet) Custom 
trainable

Density

Transfer Learning (VGG16 on ImageNet)



Transfer Learning (VGG16 on ImageNet)

VGG16 (ImageNet) Custom 
trainable

redshift



Training data:
X: single channel image
y: redshift

Spirals (galaxy zoo class)
Face-on (b/a > 0.75)
Same angular size

Constraints:

Experiment setup

Large images



Training data:
X: single channel image
y: redshift

Spirals (galaxy zoo class)
Face-on (b/a > 0.75)
Same angular size

Constraints:

Experiment setup

JPG images (!)

Large images



Results (raw images)



8 pix

Results (smoothing)

4 pix



8 pix

Results (high-pass)



cv

cv

8 pix

Results (foreground / background)

Center

Outskirts
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Center

Outskirts



To do (Martin)

- Use fits images

- Multiscale analysis

- Explore features

- Add to existing 
photo-z methods





Conclusions

Artificial Intelligence is a black box (so far) but can 
be used  as a powerful hypothesis testing tool

With some constraints on the training process we 
can also extract insight on the data



Thank you!



Autoencoder



Autoencoder



Autoencoder

Differentiable programming



Parametric autoencoder

Physical model

Physical parameters



Parametric autoencoder

Unsupervised
Sparse and semantic representation

Perfect for recovering initial conditions
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